
1. How satisfied were you with the conference overall?

2. Additional feedback on conference items above?
23 Responses

Greater diversity of classes, both from the DPT & outside providers would nice, not bad 
currently, but some new options would be beneficial.

Breckenridge makes so many people sick due to the elevation, maybe think about 
somewhere people would be more comfortable?

This is such an awesome venue and the work you all do to provide it is much appreciated!
Beaver Run is always a good venue.
Breck was great but would be open to switching it up!
I showed up about a half hour after the happy hour started at Nappers. Basically all of the 

food was gone. Breakfast was not much of a breakfast for Monday and Tuesday. 
Wednesday we went down and there was a lot more to the breakfast.

I think the Board does a great job setting this up. Love the location and accommodations.
Dated hotel, a bit of a walk to downtown amenities. Individual rooms would have been better. 

Things to do other than bar hopping would be great. Maybe some hiking, 
biking, mountain tour, ski lift, rafting, etc. One week being stuck in a dated hotel with
 nothing but going downtown gets boring real quick. Maybe inform people to
 bring their own personal vehicles to find things to do. A lot of the third party courses 



offered didn't offer much in addition to what the DPT already teaches. 
Even barndominiums which isn't super complex seemed to be taught by someone with
 little real world experience. CATA seemed like it was to learn something new. 
The only valuable class/conference I personally had was the Appraisal Forum. Knowing
 this in the future, I am inclined to only ever attend CATA only for the appraisal forum. 
Everything else appeared to be a waste of time to me, I'm sure others have a more 
positive perspective.

More covid safety should have been in place for next time please.
10,000 ft elevation makes me sick every time lol.
I was surprised at how crowded the small conference rooms were this year especially with Covid. 

The small lower level rooms: it would be nice if they could open up the walls when
 there are not classes in the rooms next door.

Conference center staff was terrible with chairs, water, organization.
Several of the class rooms felt very cramped. Would have preferred more social distancing.
Please do all days with full breakfast.
Lean on the DPT to offer more classes!!
Everything was fantastic. I was a little uncomfortable at Napper Tandy's because of the indoor 

close corridors and the uncertainty of the pandemic. I would have 
felt better about the social event if the venue had a larger outdoor patio area.

It was so great to be able to see everyone! Everything was exceptional.
Maybe find another location to have it-switch it up.
The classrooms were too full given the COVID virus. I was very uncomfortable in 

some of the classes.
Some of the classrooms were very crowded for the number of people in the class.
Again, get the DPT to offer a few more classes.



Time Trending
Luke Ott, Instructor

No Additional Comments Noted



Restructuring Income/Expense Statements
Steve Snyder, Instructor



Additional Comments Noted

I took both Restructuring Income/Expense Statements and Direct Cap Approach 
from Steve Snyder. Direct Cap was pretty redundant. Didn't really 
get into the meat of anything. I think that Direct Cap Approach
should have been offered first and then Income/Expense 
Statements on Tuesday. 

There was not a huge content difference between the two income courses...I would
 only do one in the future.



USPAP 7 Hr Update
Harry Fuller, Instructor

Additional Comments Noted

Harry Fuller is about as good as it gets for USPAP.



Mass Appraisal Using SPSS (Day 1)
Geoff Lycas, Instructor

Additional Comments Noted

This was the most helpful SPSS class I have taken. Thanks!



Writing a Narrative Report Using Mass Appraisal Results
Steve Kane, Instructor

No Additional Comments Noted



Residential Report Writing and Case Studies (Day 1)
Rob McClelland, Instructor



Additional Comments Noted

The instructor did not seem very prepared at all. Very nice guy 
and knowledgeable, just not prepared for the course.

Instructor was good.



Residential Appraiser Forum
Becky Fischer, Facilitator

Additional Comments Noted

I think the forums are a good repeat for every year.



Ownership, Legal Description, and Mapping
Lori Decrow, Instructor

Additional Comments Noted

Instructor was great. I was able follow her and great class interaction



Basic Direct Capitalization Approach
Steve Snyder, Instructor



Additional Comments Noted

Good class but a little small space for the amount of people and with covid. 
Would have been more comfortable if masks were required in a 
space that small.

I took both Restructuring Income/Expense Statements and Direct Cap 
Approach from Steve Snyder. I think that Direct Cap Approach 
should have been offered first and then Income/Expense 
Statements on Tuesday. Direct Cap was pretty redundant.
Didn't really get into the meat of anything.

There was not a huge content difference between the two income 
courses...I would only do one in the future.



USPAP 7 Hr Update
Harry Fuller, Instructor

Additional Comments Noted

Harry Fuller always does a great job on a tedious but important subject
USPAP with Harry Fuller. No one teaches a class better than Harry Fuller!



Rural Structure Valuation
Kyle Hooper, Instructor

No Additional Comments Noted



Mass Appraisal Using SPSS (Day 2)
Geoff Lycas, Instructor

No Additional Comments Noted



Valuation of Lodging Properties
Kevin Hayes, Instructor

Additional Comments Noted

Maybe read less of the outline and talk more about the 
material instead.



Assessment Workflow & Technologies Post-Covid
Richard Norejko, Instructor



Additional Comments Noted

Assessment Workflow and Technologies Post Covid: I was so excited 
for this class, but it was half cadastre and half a dissertation on 
why drones are the new appraisal technique.  The instructor 
has never worked in ad valorem, doesn't know the laws in Colorado 
and truly only has a book knowledge of what ad valorem appraisers 
do and it showed.  I was so disappointed that I wasted my time 
in this class.

The title of the class did not match the course material.
I would have liked the materials printed from the instructor or available

prior to print out.
This class was not at all what was described in the course description. It was so 

bad I have made a note to myself to make sure to never take a class
with this instructor again.

This was basically a beginning conveyance class. There was very new 
information regarding assessment workflow and technologies.
 I would not recommend it.



Residential Report Writing and Case Studies (Day 2)
Rob McClelland, Instructor

Additional Comments Noted

The instructor did not seem very prepared at all. Very nice guy and
 knowledgeable, just not prepared for the course. 



Property Classification Workshop
Lori Decrow, Instructor

Additional Comments Noted

Lori DeCrow is one of the best instructors around. Keep bringing her back!



Basic Title Conveyance
Tony Werckman, Instructor



Additional Comments Noted

Instructor needed to pace himself better so the examples were not ignored
 or just totally rushed though at the very end.   
I got nothing out of it.  In the end it was a waste.

Tony was an enjoyable instructor. I liked his laid back delivery of the content.



Supporting Adjustments Using Spreadsheet Programs
JoAnn Apostol, Instructor



Additional Comments Noted

Was a terrific class, good theory and very good practical examples. 
Helpful to have actual excels where we could do some hands on
work developing adjustments rather than just theory.

Very useful. I would suggest having a prerequisite that we come with our own
excel spreadsheets with our information to make it more relevant.

Great class, great instructor
I was very excited for this class But.. The instructor was too busy talking about 

themselves the whole class and just had everyone play around
in excel and teach themselves. She did not ever show step by step
instructions on how to do anything. Which is a bummer 
because that could of been great information if we were actually 
taught how to do it.

Clearly this class was new and was/is a work in progress.



Evaluating Today's Residential Appraisal: Reliable Review
Rob McClelland, Instructor



Additional Comments Noted

The instructor became ill and this in-person class was cancelled.
McKissock offered the class on line due to the cancellation.

Our class on Evaluating Today's Residential  Appraisal from McKissock would
 have been more interesting if we were able to interact  in person 
instead of taking the class on line because our instructor was sick.



Tax Increment Financing
Mike Kerrigan, Instructor

Additional Comments Noted

Incredibly knowledgeable instructor, but course had no structure or 
common thread, so felt disheveled and hard to learn anything.



Appraising Barndominiums
Kevin Hayes, Instructor



Additional Comments Noted

Barndominiums, AWFUL, outdated material, material not relevant
to Colorado, instructor was dull and uninteresting, and I did
not learn anything, teach me something, have relevant material, 
have material related to Colorado.

The class was overall good, wish he had gone into more detail as to how we 
value here in Colorado and given more examples of that.

Barndominiums was a good class but focused on cost when 
Colorado can only use market.



Principles and Methods of Maintaining Databases (Day 1)
Richard Norejko, Instructor



Additional Comments Noted

I felt the course title was misleading as to content.
Really enjoyed the more historical aspect of this class, interesting and well taught
This was a good class but it was not what I was expecting. I thought it would

 be a technical sort of class and it was nothing of the sort. Maybe rename it?
Same feedback regarding my Tuesday class. As a matter of fact , half the day 

included the information from the Tuesday class.



Ag Classification
Bill Thompson, Instructor



Additional Comments Noted

Very great detailed and for someone new to Ag that was very helpful.
Bill Thompson was great and very knowledgeable.
This was the most useful class for me at the conference, 

Bill Thompson is a great instructor.



Commercial Appraiser Forum
Robert Sayer, Facilitator



Additional Comments Noted

Need to make this a full day class.
Commercial Forum really needs to be a full day, it's great!
The Commercial Appraiser Forum was awesome! My favorite class of the 

conference. I think it should be a full day though.
Enjoyed the Cuthbert presentation, very informative.



Complex Residential and GRM
Bill Thompson, Instructor

Additional Comments Noted

Complex res was a good class, but again focused on approaches we 
are not allowed to use.



Upzoning: Highest and Best Use
JoAnn Apostol, Instructor

No Additional Comments Noted



Valuing Short Term Rentals
JoAnn Apostol, Instructor



Additional Comments Noted

The valuing short term rentals class was okay but was rushed together 
last minute so the materials were delivered digitally the day before
so I couldn't make copies and have with me.  Had to share a laptop
which was a little inconvenient. And the final case study didn't have 
a written answer that I could go over and refer to after leaving
the class.

JoAnn's wealth of experience, in the field and teaching classes, enhanced my 
experience as a student. I particularly enjoyed the income
approach case study.



Market Disturbances - Market Analysis in 
Atypical Markets and Cycles

Dan  Bradley, Instructor



Additional Comments Noted

Appraisal Forum actually had a guest speaker with much better info 
on the Denver market than McKissock's market disturbances
and they explained their data much clearer and faster.

Instructor was absent due to health problems. He was good in the Residential
Report Writing class though.

Last minute instructor did great! (Forgot his name)
I thought the instructor did well since he had no time to prepare.
The instructor was great, especially being flown in last minute.
Great last minute instructor
I was expecting the class content to specifically and in-depth address the 

subject in the class title. Instead it was a very general and basic class 
on market analysis.

The original instructor, Rob McClelland became ill.  McKissock flew in a 
replacement instructor, Dan Bradley.



Condominium Valuation
Mike Kerrigan, Instructor

No Additional Comments Noted



Valuation of Commercial Properties in a Declining Market
Kevin Hayes, Instructor



Additional Comments Noted

Valuation of Commercial Properties in a Declining Market: I would love 
to see this class as a whole day class. The second instructor they
brought in was fantastic and knowledgeable, great class.

I loved the instructor (Kevin Hayes I think) for Valuation of Commercial 
Properties in a Declining Market. He kept the class
interesting and had a great sense of humor. I think he should 
come back to future conferences.

CATA's selection of classes and teachers were one of the best I have attended.
Packed a lot of great information in a short time period. Relatable instructor.



Principles and Methods of Maintaining Databases (Day 2)
Richard Norejko, Instructor



Additional Comments Noted

I felt the course title was misleading as to content.
Class was good
I was wishing this was more on technology but was happily suprised in what 

I learned, good teacher, very knowledgable
Same as Wednesday feedback, day 2 of same class.
Same comment as my Tues/Weds class. All taught by the same instructor. 

I liked his instruction but felt that these 3 classes were all of 
the same thing. I felt like I had wasted my time.



15.  What was your favorite part of this year's conference?
43 Responses

Getting to see everyone. Learning some new things.
Being in person for classes instead of an online format, talking with peers.
Business Meeting
Meeting other appraisers in Breck
Commercial Forum, always look forward to it
The classes
Some good new class offering.
Seeing everyone in person, meeting new folks, making connections with other appraisers, etc.
That it happened!
Interaction with other counties on how they handle things
That is was held.
Nice weather, good location, good outside provider classes.
Dinner
Enjoyed the location and class selection!
Location and networking
Just that you had it in person, and I could take the classes live. Much better than zoom.

 I appreciated all the effort and worry that went into the conference. Thank you so much.
Just being back among our counter parts from other counties
Happy we were able to have an in person conference.
Tuesday Night Dinner
Dinner night
Seeing people! In person classes were great! And the french toast on hot breakfast morning.
Being in person
The fact that we had it
Location in Breckenridge, and the conference center.
The class
Taking classes in person
Being able to take courses in person and getting to connect with other counties again
The opportunity to participate in a fun, social work environment.
Seeing everybody during isolation. It was beyond great. And the Commercial Appraiser Forum.
This was my first, I have nothing to compare it to.
Just being able to see everyone!
Dinner! seeing and visiting with people in our trade
Just that we were able to participate :)
In person classes for the first time in a long time
The variety of courses offered outside of DPT classes
Back in-person
Going in person
Tuesday dinner
Dinner was awesome!
Seeing everyone! Having in person discussions.
Getting to go to in-person classes and feeling normal again.
In person !



16.  What was your least favorite part of this year's conference?
24 Responses

A lot was still closed down in town, understandable, but obviously not a normal year.
It would be nice to see some other kind of activity available at the hotel for those that 

don't want to drink. Cornhole tournament? Pool party?
Hotel is a little run down especially if you don't get a renovated room.
CATA is always a great source of info.
90% of it.
The elevation.
That 99% people were not wearing masks and it felt like no effort was made to promote them.
Location
Covid apprehension.
My Name Badge! "Retired" had everyone asking me if I was bragging or complaining.
The weird eggs on hot breakfast morning.
Cramped classes
Nothing really.
There was not very good signage/communication as to where everything was

 when first coming into the resort on day one.
Monday Irish Pub
I could not attend more days
My classes which is sad.
I was limited to 3 days of classes and not 4. Budget constraints for our office on who could go.



17.  What classes and/or Instructors would you like to see at next year's conference?
23 Responses

More commercial appraisal-oriented classes.
Water Law, McKissock or other classes that count towards CE and QE
Commercial classes
The instructor for Barndominiums and Complex res was very good.
Mobile Home Class
Any of the DPT folks/classes are great and continue to have relevant information to offer.
Vacant Land, Valuation of Vacant Land Present Worth, Sales Confirmation, and 

something that discusses Industrial property.
More non DPT classes please. Keep up the variety!
Curt Settle, Rick Stuart.
Joann Apostle
Lori DeCrow & Luke Ott
I would like to see a class or forum similar to the DPT Law Seminar to focus on new or 

recent property tax legislation.
Harry Fuller!
TIF class, Certification and Abstract class, more admin classes if possible.
Commercial Appraiser Forum w/ Joel Cuthbert. Kevin Hayes - any class. I would 

like to also see an Ag Appraiser Forum (half day maybe).
An advanced commercial class
More about modeling
More in depth title conveyance
The guy from Florida who did Barndominiums was awesome. I appreciate DPT showing up.
Kyle Hooper was great
Keep the commercial classes coming! Maybe some land valuation classes also.
JoAnn Apostol great instructor



20.  Any additional comments regarding the 2021 CATA Conference?
22 Responses

Great job organizing this event.
Keep it going.
Would have been better to have been sent this survey immediately after CATA.
Great conference!
Good job to all who put together the conference, THANK YOU!
Again, just thanks for having it in person. It was great.
Well done especially given the covid obstacles you had to encounter.
It was a lovely conference.
Hopefully the 2022 conference will be COVID free. 
Thank you for doing what you do for us! I appreciate all of the hard work and 

time it took to put the conference together.
Had fun!
Fantastic job!
Hotel is awesome.
Great selection of classes - liked the new options.
Thank you for all your work CATA Board!
It was great to be back to "in person" learning!
Serve a real breakfast, we are all away from home, have real food everyday for breakfast.
The whole feel was liberating to be back at CATA without masks.
Great time and learned something new!



21.  Any additional comments regarding the 2022 CATA Conference?
14 Responses

Keep up the good work!
See you there.
Thanks for all the time end effort put into organizing this! I look forward to CATA every year!
Can't wait!
I think that although some people don't care, it would be nice if masks were required in

 the smaller classrooms. Or at least "encouraged".
Make it entertaining and have more involvement to build social contacts. It lacked severely in 

both subjects. Team building exercises might help... Honestly, I probably will never 
go again so you can disregard my input.

Looking forward to it. Hope the DPT participates more in 2022.
Can't wait for it.
Don't go with the Irish Pub again.
Thank you Karen for a great run. Never give up!
The food was good on the buffets in the morning were good and Spencer's had good

 lunch variety that was cheaper than the 3rd floor store/kitchen sandwich
 or slice of pizza. Condos were in average condition, mine was a bit dated but functional.
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